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Abstract

Cernavoda NPP Unit 1, the first nuclear power
unit in Romania, has a long and tormented history. It
represents a rather unique case in Eastern Europe. The
project started well before 1989 (the construction phase
lasted 17 years and generations were involved in its
completion), but it is effectively based on western
technology (CANDU). Meanwhile, the national nuclear
program underwent many changes, affecting the lives and
careers of Romanian nuclear professionals. Finally, on
December 2nd 1996, the unit began its "commercial
operation", being operated at its nominal power rating of
706 M We. It now provides a reliable source of electricity
for Romanian economy, supplying to the national grid
about 10% of the country's average annual demand.

The paper reflects some aspects related to the shift
of generations during the project's development, including
the present stage. The operational performances achieved
"in service" by Cernavoda NPP Unit I up to the end of
1999, are also presented. Reference to the electrical energy
production, performance indicators, production costs,
nuclear safety, radiation protection, radioactive wastes,
nuclear fuel consumption and nuclear fuel performances
are included. Comparisons are performed with similar
indicators reported by other worldwide nuclear power
plants, in order to assess our results.

Assessments methods and results

The assessment of the operational and nuclear
safety performances achieved "in service" by
Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 up to the end of 1999 is
performed using the important World Association of
Nuclear Operators (WANO) indicators and other
significant indicators, such as:

• unit capability factor

• unplanned capability loss factor

• number of unplanned automatic scrams per 7000
hours critical reactor

• unavailability of the special safety systems
• collective radiation exposure for the profession-

ally exposed personnel

• volume of the radioactive emissions to the en-vironment
expressed through the equivalent do-se received by the
critical group of population
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• accident rate for 200,000 man-hours worked

• volume of low-level solid radioactive waste pro-
duced

• rate of the fuel failures reported to the total number
of irradiated bundles

Some comments are included about the operation
costs of the plant, the behavior of the nuclear fuel manu-
factured in Romania and the results of the unit's warranty
tests performed during the initial operation period.

As regards nuclear safety, some comments are
included about the events having occurred in these 3
years, the improvement of the unplanned event analysis
and the development of "safety culture" among the
operating personnel.

After 3 years of commercial operation, the
operational and nuclear safety performances achieved
by Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 are at a good level, compared
with other nuclear power plants in the world.

Besides the power generation, nuclear safety is a
permanent concern of all the company personnel. The
indicators related to the unit safety are closely
monitored and reviewed in accordance with the
requirements of the license issued by regulatory body,
as well as with the recommendation of international
organizations (IAEA, WANO).

Conclusions

Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 has proved the capacity of
the Romanian personnel, mainly young professionals, to
operate a complex nuclear power plant, taking advantages
of the features of CANDU technology and of the high
quality of the equipment supplied by well-known
manufacturers, with the due care to the nuclear safety
requirements. It is an example of a successful transfer of
experience to the younger generation. The results are more
remarkable as they have been achieved in the first 3 years
of operation of the first nuclear power plant in our country,
under unfavorable economical and social conditions,
specific for the actual transition process in Romania.

At this time, despite the abnormal economic and social
conditions in our country, the success of Cernavoda NPP
Unit 1 is proof of our credibility. We believe the completion
and commissioning of Cernavoda NPP Unit 2 will challenge
the young people to pursue a career in the nuclear field.


